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1. Choose the correct option.    

a) A quick drawing that is not very detailed is called a ____________. 

i) sketch                     ii) painting                          iii) sculpture               iv) models 

b) In drought-prone regions, people heavily depend on ____________ for drinking and other  

    daily needs. 

i) groundwater         ii) water trucks                   iii) seawater                iv) mud water 

c) A ______________ map shows the mountains, rivers, lakes and oceans.  

i) political                  ii) topographic                    iii) physical                iv) climate 

d) The duckweed is an _________________ that grow in water.  

i) animal                     ii) aquatic plant                iii) flower                   iv) tree 

e) A _______________ help us to know the directions with the help of a needle.  

i) magnet                    ii) telescope                        iii) calculator            iv) compass  

 

2. Fill in the blanks.            

a) A map with a drawing of a small area, such as house or a market complex, is called a  

    ________________. 

b) _________________ trees grow in salty water.  

c) A _______________________ map shows boundaries of countries and location of cities.   

d) In a hydroelectric power plant, the flowing water from a dam is utilized to generate  

    __________________.  

e) __________________ are special places, building or trees marked on a map.  

3. Read the given case study and answer the questions that follow.             

    Rohan and his friend were very excited about going to the zoo. Rohan's father, suggested   

    them to carry a map along with them. It helped them to navigate different spots during their  

    visit. 

a) Why is it important to have a map when visiting a large place like a zoo? 

     

_________________________________________________________________________  

 

_________________________________________________________________________  



 

   b) What are the important spots they could locate on the map? Draw it in the given space. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Answer the following question.                                                                          

   What is rainwater harvesting? Why is it important?   

    

_________________________________________________________________________  

 

_________________________________________________________________________  

 

_________________________________________________________________________  

5. Give reason for the following.                                                                           

 Sailors use a compass to complete their voyage on time. 

 _________________________________________________________________________  

 

_________________________________________________________________________  

 

_________________________________________________________________________  

6. Complete the given G.O.                                                                                 

 

State of water 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________  

(When we freeze water)  

 

Eg. _______ 

_____________________ 

(When we boil water)  

 

________________  

(When we keep ice at 

room temperature)  

 


